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Factors AtTeeting the Desirability of
Traditional Regulation

Economists and policy analysts have turned their attention to the strengths and
limitations of reduced (or partial) regulation in traditional natural monopoly industries.
Technological and organizational developments complicate the lives of regulators and open
utilities up to new competitive threats and market opportunities. To secure both efficient
production and the protection of some customers, regulators may have to move away from
traditional rate of return regulation. This article provides an overview of the concepts
necessary for analyzing appropriate regulatory responses.

The extent of the recent debate over regulation/deregulation is illustrated by the

content of Public Utilities Fortnightly. For example, Monahan (1987) vehemently

challenges deregulation in telecommunications and transportation. As a PSC Commissioner

from Montana, he decries the tendency of entrants to skim the cream - - ending

"equalization" of prices. Similarly, Landau (1987), an attorney representing businesses users

of telecommunications services, fears that substituting price caps (and "social contract

regulation") for traditional rate base regulation will not protect customers from

unreasonable rate increases. The concerns of these knowledgeable observers of the

regulatory scene symbolize feelings that are widespread in the regulatory community and

within many utilities.

The purpose of this article is to suggest a comprehensive framework for evaluating

regulatory policies towards natural monopolies. The appropriate conceptual apparatus can

limit knee-jerk reactions for (or against) deregulation. After all, traditional regulation is

only an institutional mechanism for achieving desirable economic (and social) outcomes.

Partial regulation is a term that may be an oxymoron, like "jumbo shrimp" or "student

athlete." However, we are beginning to see regulators simultaneously relaxing some

restrictions while tightening others. Informed policy-makers need to deterQ1ine whether

deregulation or new types of price and entry regulation are the most appropriate responses

to technological developments in what have been viewed as natural monopolies.
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Economic Perspectives on Natural Monopoly

Without some form of intervention, industries with significant economies of scale and

economies of scope may exhibit undesireable performance. Prices may be too high

(reflecting monopoly power in some markets). Prices may be too low (implying predatory

pricing which discourages economiC entry in some markets). Prices may be too high for

some but too low for others (involving subsidies or undue discrimination). Or prices may

be too unstable (reflecting destructive competition when capital-intensive facilities are

duplicated by entrants). These concerns with the efficiency and fairness of monopoly

outcomes are legitimate and stem from analyses of the causes and effects of natural

monopoly.

Fifteen years ago, Edward Lowry (1973) presented an overview of the "Justification

for Regulation: The Case for Natural Monopoly." He noted that efficiency, not scale

economies, was the force demanding regulation for a monopolist. His Fortnightly article

described the historical basis for regulation, and drew upon available economic literature to

show that " when one firm can supply the entire market at less cost than can two or

more firms " neither entry nor deregulation could be justified. Economies from jointly

producing several products complicates the determination of the least-cost provision of

traditional utility services. When firms produce several products, identifying scale

economies is problematic because total cost depends on the output mix. Lowry's basic

efficiency argument for regulation still holds, although subsequent analyses by Baumol

(I977) and others have formalized proper tests for determining whether a multiproduct

firm is a natural monopolist for a set of services.

The economic concepts emerging in the early seventies have been made more rigorous

by economists, just as technological developments have made it more difficult to determine

the least cost supplier for combinations of traditional utility services. Several issues are at

the forefront of current policy debates: how to determine which industry structures (and

government policies) best promote new services and production processes, how to identify
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when a natural monopoly situation exists given changing demands and technologies, how to'

select price configurations that will both recover costs and encourage efficient consumption

choices, and how to ensure that those prices are sustainable -- that is, not susceptible to

the threat of entry or self-production by current customers. In some cases, a natural

monopolist's relatively efficient price structure will not be sustainable in the face of entry-

justifying limitations on the provision of utility services by unregulated firms.

Alternatively, a non-natural multiproduct monopolist might be protected from socially

desirable entry if regulators maintain inappropriate entry restrictions.

Today, many economists view the contestability of a market as determining the need

for regulation: potential entrants are viewed as di~ciplining dominant suppliers in many

industries subject to traditional regulation. Whether deregulation (and the threat of

competitive entry) serves as an adequate substitute for regulation depends on the whether

there remains adequate pressure for monopoly suppliers to keep prices (and costs) down.

One does not have to look far to observe technological and organizational changes that

have induced changes in regulatory policies towards industries. Firms have responded by

adopting new price structures, entering new (but related markets), and diversifying into

unregulated industries. Given the large number of issues facing regulators and managers in

the capital-intensive energy, telecommunications, and transportation industries, it is useful

to survey how economists now approach the cases for and against regulation. Decision

makers and academic economists sometimes find themselves on different sides of the policy

fence. This review can partly explain how two observers with different backgrounds (and

perspectives) can view the same situation so differently -- one with alarm and the other

with hope.

Technological Change and Industry Restructure

The driving forces behind deregulation efforts are diverse: a renewed emphasis on

perceived indirect costs of regulation, observed technological changes in energy and
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telecommunications that alter optimal industry structures, and concern that the substitution

of administrative processes for competitive pressures is an inadequate stimulus to

innovation. Each of these points is debatable, but they certainly set the stage for current

discussions.

Consider the first point: regulation reduces incentives for efficient production--both

in terms of input use and the composition of output. The evidence on this matter is

mixed. Statistical researchers have not definitively established the existence of an Averch

Johnson effect: overcapitalization when the allowed rate of return is greater than the cost

of capital (Boyes, 1976 and Zimmer, 1978). Furthermore, from the standpoint of theory,

uncertainty (in terms of demands, input prices, and allowed returns) can induce under

capitalization. Regulatory lag also mitigates against input-mix inefficiencies. Thus,

alleged inefficiencies related to the so-called "cost-plus" nature of regulation are supported

by neither theory nor empirical observation.

The other two concerns may be harder to definitively support, but the potential costs

to ignoring them can be significant. Innovations have dramatically affected technological

opportunities in telecommunications, and market growth has persuaded Judge Greene and

the FCC that long-distance can support a number of competitors. Perhaps more important,

but more difficult to document, is the link between competitive pressures and innovation.

Utilities that are insulated from competitive pressures may be outperformed by other firms

who ultimately capture segments of what had been regarded as monopoly markets.

The long run threat to the viability of the regulated firm may not induce appropriate

public and private responses because of regulatory inertia or inadequate cash flows for

making necessary investments. In addition, regulatory lags in an inflationary environment

or the absence of penalty (reward) systems for poor (strong) performance ultimately hurts

consumers. For example, Bower (1987) argues the asymmetric regulatory treatment of

investments'in excess plant will ultimately force deregulation of the generation phase of the

electric utility industry.
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Consequences of Deregulation

Applying the concepts of least-cost suppliers, contestability, and sustainability to

formulate public policy is problematic, since they represent idealized cases, involve

difficult empirical examinations of industry cost and demand functions, and can require

projections of technological developments. Nevertheless, the ultimate goal of economists

working in this arena is to translate these conditions into recommendations concerning

which industries should be regulated, and which industries should be deregulated (when

contestable markets and sustainability ensure relatively efficient outcomes).

Decision-makers cannot wait for full information and complete certainty regarding

impacts on all affected parties. In the late 1970's and the 1980's, policymakers made many

changes in the extent of the regulators' domains, without waiting for unanimity among

economists (admittedly an elusive goal) as to the efficacy of such policies. On the one

hand are the trucking and airline industries which have been substantially deregulated.

Here, there probably is widespread agreement among economists that this policy was

proper, since firms in these industries are either not natural monopolies, or the markets are

contestable. In fact, deregulation of the airlines is probably one of the crowning

achievements of regulatory economic analysis, particularly since it was orchestrated by

CAB Commissioner Alfred Kahn under the constant scrutiny of the public (McCraw,

1984).

On the other hand are the telecommunications, railroad and natural gas industries

which have been partially deregulated. The need for deregulation, or at least particular

mixes of deregulation activity, was less clear. For instance, deregulation of

telecommunications by permitting entry may prove to be wise if technological advances are

spurred as a result. But if entry is only due to bad regulatory policies to begin with, viz.,

regulated prices that involve cross subsidies, then deregulation of entry without allowing

for price flexibility by the dominant firm may prove costly. The important point is that

economists must continue to improve their methods for determining where regulation is

justified and where deregulation can yield efficiency gains. These determinations will
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seldom be obvious or go unchallenged, and where deregulation is implemented it must be

assessed for its success or failure.

The following sections illustrate a number of the issues that arise when firms become

partially regulated or diversify into potentially competitive markets. First, we consider

whether these partially regulated firms are likely to have price structures which are

sustainable under the threat of entry. Then we discuss separation procedures (regulatory

methods for allocating shared costs within regulated and diversified firms). Next, we

explore some of the pricing considerations under residual regulation. Finally, some of the

expected and observed benefits of deregulation are reviewed.

Contestability and Feasible Prices

Consider the following three scenarios. First, suppose a monopolist produces products

in noncontestable markets: there are barriers to entry into both markets, perhaps due to

sunk costs involving direct connections to demanders. The regulator's task in this case is to

ensure prices that maximize a welfare criteria subject to the firm earning its cost of

capital. For such situations, many economists would recommend multipart prices involving

a monthly fee and per unit charge. This way the marginal price can reflect marginal costs.

Self-selecting two-part tariffs (Lapinsky, 1974) provide an additional degree of freedom so

that low usage customers can pay a lower fee (but a higher marginal price) -- thus keeping

small demanders in the market. If the firm cannot charge a separate monthly fee, but can

identify different customer groups and charge different prices to the various customer

classes, Ramsey pricing minimizes economic misallocations. However, such a pricing policy

(charging more to relatively inelastic demanders) might be viewed as unduly

discriminatory. Citizens might prefer other price configurations for the multiproduct

natural monopolist. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that Ramsey prices are sustainable

in the long run: some coalition of customers could end up paying more than the stand

alone costs of serving them -- leading to self production and the loss of their business.

In the second scenario, suppose entry barriers are removed and both markets are
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perfectly contestable. In theory, the multiproduct monopolist is then compelled by market

forces to price so that it earns only a normal return on investment. In either scenario one

or two, the totally regulated and the totally unregulated cases, respectively, either an

optimum regulatory policy or market forces result in zero excess profits, cost-minimization,

and relatively low prices.

In the third scenario, suppose market two is contestable and market one is not.

Further, the regulator eschews all price and entry regulation in the second markete. This

becomes a case of partial regulation. The multiproduct monopolist is free to choose a wide

range of price combinations. But now there are neither market forces nor regulatory

policies to constrain the monopolist to earn only normal profits. Regulatory policies will

not be useful since we assume the regulator can dictate prices for product 1 only. If the

regulator could do more than this, then deregulation is not genuine. The upshot is that a

wide range of price combinations could be sustainable under partial regulation.

To be more specific about the prices a two-product monopolist will choose,

assumptions about regulatory behavior are needed. For example, suppose initially the

monopolist is protected from entrants in both markets by the regulator, and prices are

given by Ramsey prices. Then suppose that only market two is totally deregulated, that is,

the regulator abandons both price and entry regulation in market two" while maintaining

what was a Ramsey price in market one. The monopolist can now raise the price in

market two to where profit is at a maximum subject to the market one price. There need

be no cross subsidy and the monopolist is safe from entrant firms, although the firm earns

excess profits. In response, regulators could require that a portion of the windfall profit

from partial deregulation be applied to writing down overvalued assets, where past

depreciation did not adequately take into account· the rate at which technological change

made the assets economically obsolete. Note that such write-offs strengthen the natural

monopolist vis-a-vis future entry by new technologies in the first market. Customers in

market one are still protected by the price ceiling, and potential competitors in market two

constrain prices in that market.
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Alternatively, financial ptoblems could be exacerbated by partial deregulation.

Consider first a non-threatening situation. Suppose prior to deregulation in market two the

monopolist earns normal profits but there is a cross subsidy from product one to product

two. Pricing product one above stand-alone cost is viable owing to regulatory entry

barriers. Under the same form of deregulation, the monopolist would still be able to raise

price in the second market: the cross subsidy persists but the firm obtains excess profits.

The cross subsidy remains viable owing to entry regulation in market one; although instead

of the subsidy going from product one to product two, it is now going from product one to

the firm's stockholders.

On the other hand, a cross subsidy from product two to product one cannot persist

after deregulation of market two. In such a situation, after deregulation the monopolist

cannot thwart entry into market two. In fact, without a change in regulatory policy

allowing.a higher price for product one, the multiproduct monopoly cannot survive, since

it could not earn a normal return on investment. Regulatory policies causing such

problems are likely to arise if historical cost allocation procedures are carried over into the

partial regulation regime. The efficiency consequences of such policies are discussed later.

First, we consider the incentives for (and impacts of) diversification by what had been a

single-product firm.

Diversification: Expansion of Product Lines

The example suggests possibilities for monopoly expansion under deregulation.

Assume that initially there are two independent firms, and the first is regulated by being

both barred from entering competitive markets and held to zero excess profits, while the

second is unregulated. If the first firm is now allowed to enter unregulated markets and

there are economies to joint production, firm one could drive firm two out of business.

Regulators are concerned that regulated firms will enter unregulated markets and use

revenues from the regulated sector to subsidize their unregulated operations. Some might

mistakenly view the above situation as reflecting such behavior. However, a two-product
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monopolist can be superior to having two independent (higher cost) monopolists. Thus the

regulator's fear that firm one might drive out the other and lower overall welfare is not

necessarily well founded. The fear is based on a policy that was misguided at the outset:

if the two-product firm is a natural monopoly, it should have been originally operated as

such.

When evaluating the introduction of new product lines by regulated firms, regulators

must consider at least four issues: (1) potential for cross-subsidization; (2) effects on other

finns; (3) the extent of the economies associated with the new product; and (4) dilution of

managerial attention and maintenance of utility incentives. The first issue, cross

subsidization, can stem from inappropriate allocations of fixed or variable costs or from

inefficient investments in joint facilities. Also, transfer pricing which increases the

reported costs of the regulated firm might be used to shift profits from the regulated firm

to an unregulated subsidiary. This possibility raises a dilemma, since when regulators

mandate complete separation among business units, the firm may not achieve economies of

scope. Consumers end up paying higher prices.

The second issue, the impact on other firms, raises similar regulatory trade-offs. If

high cost suppliers are driven from the market due to entry by a natural multiproduct

monopoly, resource allocation is improved. However, these suppliers may claim predatory

pricing if the output is produced by an unregulated subsidiary or by the regulated firm.

Producers of substitute products could argue that revenues from the utility's captive

consumer groups (or regulated products) cover costs associated with products subject to

competition. However, one must be careful in accepting fully-distributed costs as

indicators of subsidization. Furthermore, when a group of firms is under industry-wide

regulation and price is based on industry average costs, the presence of high cost firms

could increase the profits of efficient suppliers. The removal of such cost-based pricing

would reduce prices and lead to bankruptcy or consolidation of inefficient firms. Such a

development would again bring forth charges of predation, but these charges would be

groundless.
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Multiproduct economies are generally the basis for entering new (unregulated) markets.

Economic gains can arise from underlying technological factors or from demand

interdependencies. In the latter case, the addition of a substitute or complement expands

the potential application of Ramsey pricing by a regulated firm. If entry barriers can be

erected, switching a product from outside to inside the firm's set of offerings can improve

welfare. The data requirements for such fine-tuning are substantial, however. Similarly,

determining how to share the benefits of jointly used facilities requires that regulators have

full information on demand and cost interdependencies. Often, the feasible sets of

alternative price combinations (and associated "implied" cost allocations) will be quite large,

so a wide range of alternative divisions of benefits is possible. This division between the

firm and consumers and among consumer groups raises troublesome questions for

regulators.

Regarding the fourth issue, those concerned with recent trends towards diversification

argue that managerial attention may be diverted from regulated areas, that the financial

position of the regulated firm can be weakened, or that regulators lack the resources to

exercise adequate supervision over cost allocation and transfer pricing. Kahn (1983) notes

that the logic of the first point is backward: vigorous, enterprising managers will not be

"protected" from exploring commercial and technological opportunities by legislatively

preventing such activity. If strict boundaries are drawn, managerial talent probably will

not flow into potentially declining regulated firms. To those arguing that these firms are

trying to diversify out of their regulated markets, Kahn (1983) notes that a successful

unregulated operation would not be more valuable separated from the regulated utility

u.nless the latter were being held to a return less than its cost of capital. If regulators are

motivated by this concern, they would be limiting the firm's alternatives: holding its

capital .captive.1 Finally, Kahn views this fourth objection to diversification as reflecting

"...the conservatism and compulsive tidiness of the regulatory mentality... That is a

ridiculous way to make public policy -- 'if we can't watch it, we won't let you do it.' The
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solution to this problem is, -surely, to provide the regulatory commissions with the

additional resources required." (p. 153-54)

Sustainability and Cost Allocation

Partial regulation usually comes about in one of two ways. Multiproduct firms that are

subject to price and entry regulations in all their markets have these regulations lifted in a

subset of the markets. Or multiproduct firms are permitted to enter new, unregulated

markets through diversification. In either case, new policies are required that address the

different incentive structures for these partially regulated firms. In this section, we

reconsider sustainability as it applies to partially regulated firms, and we examine

separation procedures which represent a common approach to regulating these firms.

If a totally regulated, multiproduct firm is partially deregulated, will it continue with

the same set of products? Will it drop some of the products now subject to competition?

Will .it diversify into new products? The answer to these questions can be related to

questions of sustainability, although now we need to examine whether a firm is sustainable

under partial regulation. For instance, if a firm is sustainable under partial regulation,

does this mean it must be producing efficiently, earning zero excess profit and avoiding

cross subsidies? The answer is that it does not, and this is a problem for regulators.

Partial deregulation may mean that the market forces keeping an unregulated firm in

check, namely contestability, will not keep a partially regulated firm in check.

Consequently, monitoring partially regulated firms is becoming one of the more important

dilemmas confronting regulators.

The point of the earlier scenarios was to illustrate that a firm may need to exhibit

rather strong nonnatural monopoly properties before we can be certain that it is not

sustainable under partial regulation. In turn, this implies that partial regulation may be a

means of protecting inefficient production. But even if the partially regulated firm is a

natural monopoly, we are likely to observe positive profit and possibly cross subsidies.

The fundamental problem is in the partial regulation approach. If a firm is a natural
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· monopoly and only some of its markets are contestable, opening those markets to

competition may only mean higher profit for the monopoly with little, if any, entry.

Alternatively, if a firm is not a natural monopoly, or if it once was but no longer is owing

to new technologies, then partial regulation should be abandoned in favor of total

deregulation.

The framework can also be used to illustrate the consequences of two approaches to

rate-making when entry is allowed in one market (Cicchetti, 1986). Under what Cicchetti

labels flexible regulated pricing, core customers (buyers of product one) share in the gains

going to stockholders from sales of product two. Let the total cost (TC) be

TC = wLI + wL2 + rK,

where w is the price of the variable input used in producing good one and two (L I and

L2, r~spectively) and rK represents fixed costs (the price of capital times the amount of

capital) which are shared by both production processes. Under flexible regulated pricing,

the revenue requirements (and thus the price) of product one depends on the firm's

performance in market two:

Here, f3 is the share of net revenue from product two (revenue less directly attributable

costs) applied to reducing revenue requirements of product one. The firm can be viewed

as maximizing profits subject to this pricing constraint.

Whether the price of the regulated service goes up or down depends on the initial rate

structure and strength of demand for product two. If the firm does not face regulatory

constraints in this market, it has the capability (and incentive) to maximize the net

contribution from sales. Note that under rate base regulation, production costs may not be

minimized for two reasons: a possible A-J outcome for product one and the incentive for

excessive reduction of costs of producing product two (to increase the firm's market share

in the unregulated market). For example, assume that the greater the fixed or marginal

cost of producing the regulated output, the lower the marginal cost of producing the
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unregulated output. ··The firm has incentives to alter its input mix -- incurring higher

costs. Regulatory concern centers around two potential impacts: (1) core customers buying

the regulated service may pay more than necessary; and (2) competitors in the unregulated

market lose market share to the multiproduct firm. Thus, flexible regulated pricing does

not solve the problem of inefficient input and output mixes.

Cicchetti also introduces the concept of partially deregulated pricing. Under this

regime, the multiproduct firm accepts all the risks and bears all the costs of the shared

capacity. Revenue requirements amount to total variable costs: PI q1 = wL 1. With an

effective revenue constraint established for core customers, returns in market two accrue to

the firm. Of course, now the firm has a tendency to underinvest in capacity. Both types

of deregulation provide incentives to aggressively market the second (unregulated) product,

and each provides some protection for core customers. The efficiency of the two

alternatives ways to constrain the price of product one warrants further research.

Separations Procedures

The arbitrary nature of fully distributed cost (FDC) pricing is well documented. A

better appellation for most separations procedures is "fully manipulable cost pricing," where

a multiproduct firm is charged with allocating its total costs, including common costs, over

its various products in an effort to ensure that revenue from the sale of each product

covers its allocated cost. (See Baumol, Koehn, and Willig, 1987). The same concept has

been applied when a regulated firm diversifies into unregulated markets. Regulators

usually require that the firm separate its regulated business from its unregulated business to

ensure that no cross subsidies occur.

Besides leading to undesirable prices and cross subsidies, there is the danger that

separations procedures may foster an unwarranted feeling of accomplishment among

regulators. Sweeney (1982) is one economist who has explored problems with separations

procedures. He finds that output-based allocation schemes can yield perverse results: we

end up with prices such that one or more of them can be lowered to improve welfare
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without decreasing the monopolist's profit. In addition, we can have relatively high prices

in unregulated markets. Sweeney explains these results by noting that because regulated

products are permitted to return a "fair return" on shared input, output reductions in

unregulated markets allow more of the common cost to be shifted to regulated markets. As

a result, greater profits are earned in these regulated markets.

In one sense, these results may appeal to regulators. The prices are high in the

unregulated markets, thereby quelling fears of cross subsidies from the regulated markets.

Also, competitors in the unregulated markets would be pleased, since the monopolist is

apparently not relying on profits from the regulated markets to predatory price in their

markets. In the long run, the monopolist's prices could be undercut in at least some of the

unregulated markets, perhaps even driving the monopolist out entirely. The advantages of

natural monopoly production for multiple markets are then lost, and the regulator's

optimism regarding FDC procedures proves short-lived.

Deregulation and Residual Regulation

The complete elimination of regulatory constraints is seldom politically feasible, and

may be inefficient. Yet, in a number of industries, giving firms greater price and product

mix flexibility can reduce the costs of regulation. Many issues are raised by such residual

regulation, including appropriate criteria for price floors and price ceilings. For example,

in the case of long distance telecommunications, the FCC has limited price reductions by

AT&T. Low prices benefit consumers, but harm competitors, so the latter have strong

incentives to constrain the dominant firm's pricing behavior. Allegations of predatory

(below cost) pricing for some products are accompanied by concerns of monopolistic

pricing for other products (or consumers) which must provide revenues "above costs" if the

firm is to earn at least a competitive rate-of-return. If technological change or an

increased awareness of regulatory costs makes deregulation seem desirable in an industry,

principles for evaluating price flexibility are needed for the transition period.2

A number of criteria have been used to evaluate price floors. One approach is simply

to use FDC prices. Prices which are below fully distributed or fully allocated costs are
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viewed as predatory by some people t but as indicated earlier t FDC prices are a poor

standard for promoting either efficiency or equity. Arbitrary accounting allocations of

unattributable costs is a pointless exercise. As Baumol (1983) points outt other firms who

would like to see higher prices can find cost allocation techniques that put the regulated

firm at a competitive disadvantage. For example, competitive haulers of steel t feathers,

and platinum will want the railroad to allocate costs of the shipped good according to

weight, volume, or market value, respectively.

A marginalist approach to price floors has much stronger claims to efficiency. Areeda

and Turner (1975) argued in an antitrust context that so long as price is greater than or

equal to marginal cost, it should not be viewed as predatory. They suggested that average

variable cost (AVC) could be used as a proxy when it proved difficult to calculate marginal

cost. However t short run and long run marginal cost will generally differ t calling into

question the use of AVC for determining least cost providers in the long run.

Furthermotet if rivals exit the market, subsequent price increases raise questions about the

welfare content of the Areeda-Turner approach. Their rule allows a range of acceptable

pricest without considering how allocative efficiency might vary over this range.

A third approach for evaluating a price floor t compensatory pricingt takes into account

the incremental costs and revenues of a product (or of serving a particular consumer

group). Under this standardt total revenue from a product need cover only the incremental

costs of adding that product to the current product line and producing the level of that

output demanded at the price. If the above relationship holds, the price is compensatory

rather than predatory; it receives no cross subsidy from other products. Baumol (1'983)

emphasizes that this pricing standard is based foremost on fairness (distributive equity)

towards the supplier's other consumers. The objective is to avoid burdening other

consumers with costs incurred to serve a set of buyers. Nevertheless, there would be

efficiency losses if lower prices were required. Pricing below the incremental cost floor

would exclude more efficient suppliers from the market. Note that the revenue sufficiency

criterion need not be met even if each individual product meets the net incremental profit
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· test: "... it follows that in order to pass an appropriate test of compensatory pricing, the

incremental revenue of each product and every combination of products must contribute

net incremental revenues which exceed the corresponding net incremental costs, including

the costs of any incremental capital and the normal rate of return on that incremental

capital." (Baumol, 1983, p. 187) If there are demand cross elasticities or production cost

interdependencies, the criterion can be modified to take them into account.

Destructive Competition

Regulatory interest in price floors does not only stem from a concern that without such

constraints, predatory pricing can cause efficient competitors to exit the market and

subsequently result in excessive prices. Price floor regulation has also been justified in

terms of destructive competition, which is alleged to arise in certain circumstances. In

industries with substantial fixed costs and chronic excess capacity, the presence of

fluctuating market demand may cause price to fluctuate widely over the business cycle and

for much of the time drive price below average total cost for the firms in the industry.

According to this scenario, minimum necessary profits may not be earned over the cycle as

demand alternatively presses against and falls short of industry capacity. Secular declines

in demand can be especially problematic. In the short run, each company will strive to

cover a portion of overhead costs by price shading, and none will cease operations until all

are near the brink of collapse. Conversely, an industry whose members operate numerous

plants of widely varying efficiency and with a high variable cost component can adapt

more smoothly to demand downturns, since less efficient plants will be closed down long

before the most efficient plants are threatened with failure.

Industrial structures that result in wide price fluctuations are viewed by some as

justifying government intervention. Of course, industries with relatively high variability in

returns would be expected to experience higher returns on average. Since capital markets

operate so as to transfer risk to those willing to bear it, the greater risks and returns could

be borne voluntarily by investors. However, there is often a parallel social concern for the
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wages of employees in the industry. Thus, intervention has sometimes stemmed from

political concerns for the distributional consequences of competition, deterioration of

product quality, and high variability of prices.

It is possible to distinguish between destructive competition and predatory behavior.

As Kahn (1970, p. 173) describes it, destructive competition occurs when price is far below

average total costs for a very long time. The prerequisite conditions in an industry for

such an occurrence are (1) sunk costs as a high percentage of total cost; (2) long and

sustained periods of excess capacity; and (3) sellers too small in relation to the total size of

the market to act collusively in order to avoid competition that drives price down to

marginal cost. These three conditions in conjunction with price instability, typically

caused by inelastic supply in the short run, may result in all of the firms (or a large

portion) in an industry failing to cover their total costs, including a normal return on

investment. Wages may fall dramatically in slump times.

Destructive competition is therefore not strategic in the sense that rival firms target

each other for elimination by deliberately cutting prices or by adding excess capacity,

hence earning lower incomes. Rather, it is a structural occurrence which is endogenous to

the whole industry; it emanates not from firm-specific strategic behavior but from intense

competition, imperfect foresight, and slow exit. Whether regulation that limits entry and

tries to prop prices up really enhances welfare is another issue. Since we are focusing on

the natural monopoly justification for regulation, we will not critique the destructive

competition rationale for government intervention. Economists have tended to be skeptical

of this justification for price regulation used in the securities and trucking industries.

Subsequent deregulation in these industries has yielded significant economies and price

reductions. For example, the SEC's deregulation of the commissions for securities

transactions is generally viewed as greatly benefiting investors. The industry now provides

a wide range of price/quality options unavailable prior to deregulation.

Impact of Selective Rate Changes

With deregulation, selective rate increases and decreases will differentially affect
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various consumer groups. Consumers with few substitutes are likely to face higher prices

unless potential entry holds prices down. Alternatively, consumers who have been

subsidizing others in the past will tend to have prices which reflect the cost of serving

them. The incidence of winners and losers from deregulation depends on past price

patterns and the new options available to suppliers and demanders.

In some cases, deregulation could result in greater inefficiencies than before. For

example, if two gas pipelines competed for business in one city, but were monopolists in

smaller towns located on other portions of their routes, deregulation co~ld result in

selective rate reductions to compete with each other in the city which they jointly serve.

Under complete pipeline deregulation, the monopolized markets would face higher prices

than before.

Whether deregulation results in a welfare improvement depends on the net impact of

price increases and decreases and associated cost changes. Because of declining long run

average costs for these pipelines, all prices were not initially equal to marginal costs -- in

either the larger city or the smaller towns. If the regulators initially had complex Ramsey

rules in effect, the rules for rivalry among strong natural monopolies require that the price

should not be relatively lower in the competitive market. Deregulation could be expected

to disrupt the Ramsey pricing, with prices dropping in large city (competitive market) and

increasing in the small towns (markets were there are no substitutes available).

Furthermore, if the natural gas is used in the monopolized markets to produce goods

which compete with those produced in the "favored" city, inefficiencies arise at the level of

secondary competition. The location of firms using the intermediate good is distorted by

relatively inefficient pricing. Kahn (1970, I, pp. 159-180) discusses the impact of selective

rate reductions in the face of competition where there are no inherent advantages to the

favored location. Resources are devoted to transporting the intermediate good (here,

natural gas) to the large city. Unless there are economies of agglomeration, this production

pattern represents an uneconomic diversion of service away from markets served by

pipeline monopolies (where price is far above marginal cost) towards the "competitive"
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market (where the rivals fight for business).

Kahn draws several lessons from his analysis of rivalry between firms with similar

technologies. First, suppliers with lowest long run marginal cost ought to serve the market.

Kahn notes that if all prices cannot be equal to long run marginal cost, the simple Ramsey

rule promoting efficiency supports selective rate increases to consumers with inelastic

demands. However, if competitors have similar cost structures, selective (competitive)

price reductions in those markets need not be efficient.

One advantage of deregulation, however, is that it tends to stimulate cost reductions

and encourages the exploration of demand elasticities. The complex Ramsey rules require

complete information on cost functions, the direction of technological change, demand

elasticities, and demand growth. Under deregulation enhanced economic incentives for

innovative efficiency can outweigh short run inefficiencies from the behavior described

above. With deregulation, identifying which firm (or location) has economic advantages is

a task involving trial and error. Unless chronic excess capacity (and duplication of

facilities) is likely to result, a strong case can be made that this task be left to the

marketplace, rather than to administrative procedures.

Sunk Costs and the Regulatory Transition

The issues raised by deregulation include the time period regulators will allow for

adjustments by sellers and buyers. Should there be flash deregulation or some managed

transition during which participants in the market are "protected" from competition? Calls

for a regulatory transition tend to come from previously protected producers if entry is

easy and the regulated firms have substantial sunk costs. Also, if entry barriers are high,

sunk costs in durable goods by consumers may limit their competitive options under full

deregulation. In such cases, those with short-run inelastic demands for the service will

seek protection from price increases. Thus, there will be pleas by suppliers or consumers

for continued regulation, for continued mandatory service, and for limitations in allowed

price ranges? Public concern for fairness suggests that those pleas will not (and $hould
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not) be totally ignored.

Gaskins and Voytko (1981) catalogue the problems of transition. They note that

production inefficiencies can be avoided if the duration and extent of "special" treatment is

known and certain. Only if regulators limit the possibility of policy reversals will firms

make the investment and output decisions consistent with competition. Note that transition

side payments (via direct subsidies or regulation-mandated transfers) can reduce the

inevitable disruption that arises when regulated prices or returns are left to market

determination.

Meyer and Tye (1985) identify two regulatory transitions which raise different

fairness and efficiency considerations and require different policies. In a situation of easy

entry and minimal commitments tying particular consumers to particular vendors, the

contestable markets model is applicable. No residual regulation is needed to protect

consumer interests. The bankruptcy of particular vendors may cause dislocations, but at

least the elimination of inefficiencies accompanies such adjustments: "Indeed, complaints

about deregulation are more likely to originate with the factors of production--Iabor and

capital--for deregulation can often mean erosion of a previously privileged position. ...

But from the standpoint of consumer (or shipper) interests above, a prompt, almost

immediate, transition would seem advisable." (p. 50)

The second situation involves limited entry possibilities, with some consumer groups

having sunk costs or commitments tying them to specific vendors for some period of time.

Inelastic demands associated with sunk investments at particular locations can be subjected

to monopoly exploitation. Ramsey pricing rules based on relative short-run elasticities

raise questions of fairness. Claims of injustice arise as price discrimination emerges. As

Meyer and Tye state: "It should never be forgotten that in a market economy, whenever

prices f~r any activity rise disproportionately above the underlying cost fundamentals,

business ingenuity (in the form of new or altered technologies, product and location

substitutions, etc.) is quickly applied to finding ways to do with less." (p. 50) They are

concerned with price differentials inducing investments that do not prove to be economic
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in the long run. Thus, they are skeptical of using Ramsey pricing when our knowledge of

short and long-run demand elasticities is so limited, particularly when R&D investments

will alter those elasticities.

Electricity, natural gas, telecommunications, and transportation markets all face some

disruptions due to competitive pressures. Cicchetti (1986) has noted that regulators might

follow a four-fold approach towards these industries:

(1) allow competitive entry when efficiencies are not lost by the regulated firm;

(2) encourage marginal cost pricing, unbundle service offerings, and incorporate peak load

and cost-causation considerations into rate designs;

(3) permit coalitions of consumers or large customers to negotiate contracts (so prices take

into account long run demand elasticities);

(4) avoid inefficient wheeling of electricity, by-pass of networks, and carriage of

products.

Similarities among industries which have been traditionally regulated suggest that

lessons can be learned from deregulation efforts to date. Until recently, the energy,

telecommunications, and transportation industries had prices established for bundled

services, based on embedded (or historic) costs. The implicit contract between consumers

and their traditional supplies involved an obligation to serve and a commitment to

continued consumption. Several of these industries had vertically integrated structures

involving production, transmission (or carriage), and distribution to final demanders, so

deregulation opens up the possibility of entry at various stages of production and raises

issues of access to transmission facilities. Also, time-of-use patterns in these industries

often reflect sensitivity to weather and economic conditions. When storage is costly, peak

demands drive production capacity.

The traditional utility industries also have significant differences. Investor-owned

electric utilities have tended to be more vertically integrated than gas delivery systems or

transportation companies. The electrics tend to own generation, transmission, and
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distribution facilities (Joskow and Schmalenseet 1983). Similarlyt prior to the AT&T

divestituret vertical integration characterized much of telecommunications. Sunk costs play

different roles for the various industries. When such costs are significantt difficult

problems are raised by consumers leaving their traditional suppliers.

Contractual commitments and traditions of cooperation within the industries also affect

regulatory leverage over the phase-in of competitive pressures. For examplet long-term

commitments or liabilities affect the industries to different degrees. The Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission has abrogated some take-or-pay contracts for gas pipelinest but

corresponding contracts for electricity tend to be under state jurisdiction. Similarlyt inter

utility coordination and pooling arrangements complicates the introduction of competition

into many markets.

Depending on the industryt this issue arises in different degrees. When a vertically

integrated firm controls resources or capacity to which another firm would like competitive

accesst regulators are faced with developing standards for determining the terms for access

to a so-called essential facility. As Tye (1987) notes t public policy"... has differed

significantlYt varying paradoxically from mandatory requirements for open interconnection

in the once-closed telecommunications industries to an extremely permissive policy by the

ICC that has permitted massive cancellations of the open competitive access that· previously

had prevailed in the rail industry under strict regulation." (p. 337) Electricity transmission

facilities and natural gas transmission pipelines are two other examples of facilities for

which access issues arise. The efficiency implications of requiring access depend on the

degree of monopoly power exercised by the owner of the facility.

In each of these situationst regulatory rules determine the equilibrium output mix and

incentives for entry (or exit). In the case of electricitYt utilities want to be reimbursed by

users of their transmission linest and view cogenerators and municipal utilities with excess

capacity as competitive threats. While some of these suppliers are small (and thus

electricity price takers)t others are strong natural monopolies locally. Since 1983t the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has been experimenting with partial deregulation
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of price and sales of bulk power in the Southwest. Such interstate deregulation leads to

competition and increased wheeling. Studies are under way to determine whether there are

net efficiencies from deregulation. In general, access to and payments for transmission

services determine the extent of competition. If FDC methodologies are applied to

historical (embedded) costs to determine the price of transmission services, the resulting

prices will be arbitrary. It is unlikely that appropriate second best outcomes are

approximated by current transmission prices. In some situations, efficient production will

require the denial of access.

Similar issues arise in railroads and telecommunications. Transshipment along a rival's

track may be needed for a firm to provide end-to-end service. The ICC regulated charges

for shipments hauling -- which in turn determined transportation patterns for goods. Such

fees can be viewed as regulatory instruments for achieving efficiency -- although in

practice they have tended not to promote least-cost provision of rail transportation.

Simiiar mechanisms for transferring funds have become institutionalized in

telecommunications separations and settlements procedures. In the past, such transfers

were primarily directed at covering costs of a shared input -- the local network. However,

carrier access charges to AT&T, MCI, US Sprint, and others now could be used to affect

differentially long distance rivals. The competitive impacts are nontrivial. For example,

in 1986, access charges comprised over half of AT&T's total costs. The burden on long

distance callers is also substantial. For the nation, interstate and intrastate contributions to

local exchanges reached eleven billion dollars (Kahn and Shew, 1987, p. 195).

Cicchetti's two approaches to rate-making in these industries, partially regulated

pricing and flexible regulated pricing, have different implications for risk-bearing, and

thus will affect the cost of capital to the traditional utility. Under flexible pricing, those

consumers with inelastic demands might pay more, but they also share in gains from sales

to competitive markets. Price flexibility would allow the firm to avoid stranded capacity -

such scenarios are especially likely when there is substantial technological change.

Alternatively, caps could be placed on prices to captive consumers, with gains from sales to
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- competitive markets accruing to shareholders. Unbundling transportation from the product

(or service) is important under both scenarios, since competitive access to shared

(bottleneck) facilities provides incentives for firms to keep costs and prices down.

Conclusions

The formulation of appropriate regulatory strategies when product mixes change and

new competitive pressures emerge requires substantial information regarding costs and

demands. The two-product examples illustrated the nature of the pricing and entry issues

arising under partial regulation. The initial price structure was shown to determine the

impact of eliminating pricing and entry restrictions for one market. Similarly, a single

product monopolist would find it profitable to add a product line if there are economies of

multiproduct production. The key question is whether revenues from the regulated sector

could be used to. subsidize the unregulated sector.

Eve~ if a firm is sustainable under partial regulation, it need not be producing

efficiently, earning zero excess profits, or avoiding cross subsidies. Thus, monitoring a

partially regulated firm raises a number of problems. For example, a policy of partial

regulation may protect a relatively high cost multiproduct firm. Complex separations

procedures for revenues and costs overlay the regulatory process, increasing the possibilities

for input and output mix distortions. .Potential impacts go beyond inefficiencies associated

with variants of FDC pricing. One example showed how price in both regulated and

unregulated markets could be dominated by other price structures which covered costs.

Such developments call into question the long-run viability of such structures.

Potential problems of cross subsidization and predatory pricing mean that regulators

will require substantial information to evaluate utility behavior. Thus, price ceilings and

price floors represent two instruments during a regulatory transition to greater pricing

flexibility. We have seen· that determining gains to deregulation requires careful analysis of

the cost and price structures that emerge in a competitive environment.

Furthermore, the economist's emphasis on efficiency as the justification for regulation
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must .be tempered by a realization that political constituencies and powerful special

interests can dominate regulatory debates. Such considerations are sometimes clothed in

concerns. for equity, but inappropriate regulation can induce resource misallocations,

reducing the gains to intervention. The addition of issues associated with responding to

and stimulating technological advance further complicate on-going debates. Regulators

have an obligation to monitor 'changes in output mix, vertical integration, and

diversification by regulated firms. But they have to be able to step back to see the big

picture: deregulation can make economic sense when the justification for government

controls are weakened by economic ch~nge.

Although no simple road-map exists for partial regulation or moving to full

deregulation, the principles described here serve as guideposts along the way. The

concepts described here are still in the process of being systematically analyzed. For

example, vertical integration and diversification greatly complicate regulatory oversight

responsibilities. Given the complexity of the issues raised by multiproduct firms which are

partially regulated, we cannot expect to find simple mathematical formulas' which yield

conclusions of "yes" or "no" to· deregulation proposals. We do know that technological

opportunities and demands are changing -- altering the gains to traditional regulation.

For example, telecommunications is in the midst of a major restructuring. The AT&T

divestiture reflects judicial, legislative, and regulatory frustration with trying to deal with

competitive and noncompetitive services in the context of regulation. The associated

dismemberment of the industry giant, with the creation of the regional operating

companies, has involved transition costs and consumer dislocations. Whether the current

partial regulation/handicapping arrangement in long distance is a good one has been

questioned by many (see, for example, MacAvoy and Robinson, 1983, 1985). Nevertheless,

the judgment that regulation could not keep up with industry developments was probably

the correct one. We shall see whether mini-divestitures will be called for at the regional

level in a decade or so. Under such a restructuring of the industry, provision of the dial

tone (POTS -- plain old telephone service) would become separated from the pretty
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awesome new services (PANS) which are now provided or being developed.

A similar set of issues faces electric and gas distribution utilities. Joskow and

Schmalensee (1983) document the difficulties associated with establishing competition in

the gen.eration of electricity. Given permissive regulation, technology will determine

whether the gains ultimately outweigh the costs of further pricing and entry flexibility.

Conservation subsidiaries, cogeneration ventures, and nontraditional product lines are

raising further questions for regulators. The principles developed in this article (and the

associated references) serve as a starting point for considering the extent to which

monopoly expansion into nontraditional product lines will require greater emphasis on

nontraditional regulation. Given changing demand patterns and technologies, alterations in

product mixes, and new production interdependencies in traditional natural monopoly

industries, it is hard to justify a "regulation as usual" approach to our important energy,

transportation, and telecommunications sectors.
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Endnotes

IFor a discussion of these issues in the context of railroad diversification, see Eads (1974).
He argued that redeployment of assets increased efficiency, and did not drain firms of cash
or managerial talent.

20f course, such residual regulation has direct and indirect costs, so the development of
pricing rules does not imply that complete deregulation should not be considered. AT&T
spent $380 million on legal fees during the decade prior to the 1984 divestiture. During
the following three years, participants may have spent another $75 million for lawyers and
consultants who worked on pricing and product mix issues associated with implementing
the decree (Wall Street Journal, April 4, 1987). Apparently divestiture has not diminished
regulatory activity.
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